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Barkley Dam 312,2. down 8 foot friends may call until the hour at had been extingui
01
a.
Pun:Igen.
7,
No:
on
Jo
Betty
the firemen
by
reported
Was
funeral
the
6
57.
reunite
50,
4
Sundae

Oral Polio Vaccine
Available On Monday

•

[

The Afternoon
Daily Newspaper
For Murray and
Calloway County

Largest
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Funeral For Terry
Smotherman Friday

X or

1111
ON

1NE

Child Struck By
Car; Leg Broken

Regulations To Be
Made More Strict
On State Drivers

1 09

TVA Water Storage Is Higher
Now Than At Any Month End

•
Pies

emon or
It
I? —

ea

• Wino Bank
Is Robbed

•

lrift

Dr. Tesseneer Will

Be Fulton Speaker

Coast Guard Will
Hold Open Howe

1 I,

•
Ca

Voice Recital To
Be Held Tonight
__Mrs

of

Mrs. 0. C. Markham
Is Guest Speaker

4 LiMitrd

ICES

Jimmy Brown
Speaker For
Dinner May 18

Rites For Drowning
Victim Held Today

ialf

•

49

ea

Dr. Pogue Will
Be Alumni Speaker

- 11-oz. can

8
49c
17
IL
ea

•

19c
39c
9

Back After Attending
Funeral In Arkansas

Browns Grove
Man Dies
In Mayfield

9

•

Funeral For Edgar
Broach Held Today

MSC Student Named
Among Best Dressed

Scout Committee

59'
98'

9t7c
9c

Kristie Kemper To
Appear Before
Selection Committee

Meeting On Friday

It

L

in

PTA Officers Will Be Former Murrayan To
Installed Tonight
Be School Speaker

Friday

ni

Homecoming Planned
By Martins Chapel

Awards To Be Given
On Friday Night

•

uml

300 Size

,
CC

•

'Weather

Golf Winners For
Ladies Day Named

•

_

vorsorrws••,..«..

-

,
+2!"ACI

•

Norman Lovins Is

Hospital Patient

s_
-411111111100111101.
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Murray And Morehead Will Meet Friday In
Battle For Baseball Championship Of OVC

PUBLISHED by LEDGER * TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. /en.
_Consolidation of the Murray Ledipir, The Calkaway Times, and The
ties-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kevlitcklan. January
1. 1042.
JAMKS C. wiLuAms, pm:tusk=
We reascre the right to reject any Advert/stag. Letters to the Editor.
or Public Votce noels which, In our egiabOn. are bui II* Ikke beet IAN:rest or 'our readers.
NATIONAL REPRKUNTATIVIS: WJLLLACE wiTmEit Oa, 1509
Mectinoe Ara, Memphis, Tenn.; Time lk We Bldg., New Yotk, N.Y.;
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
0
0

0

Enured gt the Poi/ Clifica, Murray, Kentucky, Ste apamalasion as
Second CAW
SUBSCRIPTION RAT: By Carrier-in Murray. per wog* zog. pee
mot& It5e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $4 50, elsewhere, 6800.
-The °vistaed* CM $2 pi s Ctoesgainitr te
bawd* of he Newageper
THURSDAY — MAY 14, 1964

Quotei From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON — A close friend of liggliert
,
F. KennedY,
discussing the attorney general's election
pantiles.' role:
"People have talked to him about a lot 01 LDInga. But he
knows he still Is a prisoner of events and he is letting his
arms hang loose'

year

THURSDAY — MAY 14, 1964

14UNTING CUJES IN &MY KIDNAPING—Chicago detective
Joseph Kolosowski, seeking clues In In. midnight abduction of a two-day-old baby from its mother's arm* shows a
Wince of the baby and a sketch of the suspect to Mrs.
Ruth Asblithurst and a group of children. The parents of
Pain Joseph From:ex wait helplessly while police search,
Chicago at Washington. night
Kan City at New York. night
Minnesota at Boston. night

RIO DE JANEIRO — The Brazilian foreign ministry explaining why it broke diplomatic relations with Cuba:
'
,Castro's government has been using relations with Brazil—particularly in recent months—to cover the propaganda
actleity of his agents .

Murray and Morehead, champions
of the Western and Eastern baseball
Missions uf the Ohio Valley Conference. will begin a 2 out of 3
series for the onnference championshlp at Murray Friday.
The two trains will play a doubleheader Friday, beginning at 1 p. rn,
and .1 single game Saturday, also
w
irfayit is
at
on
neet:ed.OVCS, Western
division with an 8-4 record. Moreheed .s champion of the East with
a 10-2 mark. Murray's overall record is 14-10; Monshead's 19-6.
This will mark the second year
In a row that the two teams have
played for ths championship Lest
year they split the opemng-day
doubleheader and were declared cochampions when the third game was
rained out

top games have come against Western whom he has beaten twice with
one-haters. He also holds two wins
over Middle Tennessee. one over
Austin Peay, arid one over Southeast Missouri. Hg earned run average is 1,82 and he has struck out
92 butters,
Anderson has beaten Northwestern. Purdue, Western, and Middle
Tennessee and has lost to Austin
PeaY and Stnnhet
ERA is 2.29.

1.4"6°U11.

Second baseman Dennis Doyle is
batting .429 and third baseznan
Jim Mastrodacasa and center fielder Charles Merlo .364.
Murray has won or tied for the
OVC championship four of the previous ant years that Reagan has
been coach. The Racers were champions in 1958 and 1961 and cochampions in 1960 and hat year.

HIS

Catcher Dave Darnall is the leading Racer hitter with an average of
.327. He is followed closely oy shortstop Ron Anderson who has hit
.325. Anderson also leads the tetus
in RBI's with .1:3 and has set a nes
Murray record for home runs with
1.

SPECIALS
We

Morehead pitchers for the first
Murray Coach Johnny Reagan' two gamest will be Harold Sergeant
ha.s said he will open the series WW1 0-1) and Charles Adkins (3-11.
pitching ace George Dugan and will The Eagles have a team batting avfollow with Jerry Anderson. Dugan erage of 335 and two players betis 6-1 for the season. Anderson 4-2. 7 ,j over 400 First baseman Leston
6.uice losing to Delta Beate in the Stewart leads the club with a 4.57
Rases's' first gems cf the sktarn. r-zerage. Re al.° has the most
Dugan has won
tn a tcw.
BI's (481 and the most home runs

filISHISSIIIII'11.111VIII 'Tr
0•9•611.41111111911•111.
OSIi••11 .

have a very large selection of

Living Room
Suites

SAIGON — Defense Secretary Robert B. McNamara, discussing the anti-guerrilla war in South Viet Nam:
—This is going to be a long war. I don't think we should
delude ourselves into thinking anything other than that."
Ns tional LAW.
Pcs GB
W.
McMINNVILLE, Ore. -- New York Gov. Nelson A. Rocke16 8 667
San Frani
feller urging government encouragement of small business:
14 9 609 1 's
-:"Small business is the seed corn of American enterprise Piniadeiptua
16 11 593 1 ,
1
and American free enterprise is the backbone of a free so- St Lows ..
Mdastikee ... 15 11 577 2
Fillshunch ... 14 12 585 3
10 11 476 4 's
°Mow)
12 17 414 6 's
Houston
10 16 385 7 's
Loa !taffetas
7 19 344 10's
New York
LEDGER a TIMES FILL
Wednesday's Pawing
Mrs Nellie Shoemaked, mother of Mrs. Brigham Futrell, New Yort 5 Milwaukee 2
passed away this morning at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Hounon 2 aan Fran 1 night
Los Araregs at Chicago pod . rain
Ed Hetzel of Walton
CIncimtt at Putaburgh prod
The funeral for Johnson W. Rushing, age 78, who died at
rain. nigh
Barnes Hospital in St Louis, will be held at Russell Chapel
St Leine at Philadelphia,
Clinrch, Saturday at 2 p.m
rain night
Karen Sue is the name chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Friday's Gasses
E...Hurkeen of Murray route five for their baby daughter,
weighing eight pounds 10 ounces, born at the Murray Hos- Cincinnati at Chicago
pital.Weclnesday. May 12
Philadeiptua at Houston nicht
Three limits were reported, one each for Jim Washer, New York at San Fran night
Charlie Pierce. and Roy Jones, for a total of 90 crappie taken Pittsburgh at Los Ang Might
from Blood River Saturday, in the "Waters and Woods" colAmericas League
u.
W. Is Pst. 018
13 7 650 —
Chicago
13 8 CIS
lit
New raga
14 9 509
4i
Cleveland
14 10 .543 1
Bahama*
1313 530 1 Li
msgsdes . 12 15 444 4 Ye
Los
peizoia
10 13 445 45
12 17 414 5 ns
Washingurs
10 15 400 5
Boisten
10 15 400 5 's
Kansa City

&nee division play-offs were begun
in 1961. !the Racers have been in
two winntrig three games and losing one. They won both games of
the opening day doubleheader against East Tennessee in 1961.
Murray teams have won ix3 games
and kru only 48 since Reagan has
been coach They have woo 58 conference games and lost 16. In clivlAori play this season, tate Racers
swept four games from Middle Tennessee whist finished second, won
three of four from Western and
lost tnree of four to Austin Peay.
They hold non-league wins over
Northwestern. Purdue, North Detail. and Soisthsaat Missouri,

$9995 up
Also we have a very large selection of
Gifts for the Graduate this year.

Ten Years Ago Today

**TURNING POINT IN AVIATION”—The triple-sonic XB70 Valkyrie Is shown In Its North
aunerican Aviation hangar Ui Palmdale, Calif.. ready for its rollout debut- It is described
is -111 turning point in aviation history." forerunner of passenger craft which will cross
the nation In 90 minutes. The 2,000-mph plans has cast the taxpayers $15 billion.

RAILROAD SALVAGE CO.
504 Maple Street

Murray, Ky.

ppd..

come To

WANT AbC

WORK

Wednesday's nesse.,
—A--

Bucys
FOR FINE FINISHES
Building
Supply

We Stock . . .
NINE COLORS
(LRA)H(' WALL TILE
with Fixtures, Adhesive, CM.

623 S. 4th Street - - Pone 763-5712

TWO COLORS
FLOOR TILE

Baltimore at Washington. nadu
ppd . rain
Cleveland 3 Roston 0 night
6 innings. rain
New Yore 1 Kisumu 1. tie. night
called 6 innings rain
Chicaso 5 Mtn:waists I. night
Los Angeles 9 KanfAILS City 0, 1st
twilight
Kansas City 2 Luis Angeles 0 2nd
night
Friday's Gasses

PLYAIOUTelthittiv
Greatext Show on Wheels!

Las Angeirs at Bettina/se 3. twilight-night
Cleveland at Detroit. nigM

Antique Auction

the ferocious Plymouth engines roar!!!

SATURDAY, MAY 16 - - - 10:00 A.M.

WATCH the Valiant cony( ruble in action!!!

2 Miles West of Martin, Tenn.,/
1
4 mile North of
I hghway 22 . . . Gardner Community Center

HEAR

Oak Lose Seat - Loveseat, Rocker. Chair (matched set) - Washstands Chat Walnut Table - Walnut Table-Desk - Rockers - Chests (2) - Spool
Chest - Trunks - Lihrari Tables - Clerk - Tables - Child's Desk - Child's
Bed - Walnut Red - Wooden ( andlesticks - Hammond Typewriter - Hat
Racks - Churns - ( haffmg Dish tipper Coffee Pot - 2 Leaf - Vases Carnival Glass - hina Plates - Bone Dishes - Spoon Holders - Wall Tapestry - Onion Pattern(olfre Maker - Bride's Basket - Chocolate Set - 4'hocolate Pot - White Milk Glass - Panelled Cherry Water Pitcher - Wildflower
Compote - Pitchers, all kinds - China Bowls - Handpainted( hina - Butter
Dishes - Powder Jars - Nicker Bashers - Seery Nets - Salts (master and individual) - Mirrored Plateau - Ironstone - Tureens - Copper Kettles - Braes
Bell (large) - Hand Bells - Blue Lrosknare - Breadtrays - Buttermolds Rolling Pins - Cedar Bucket - Wicker F urniture - Nicker Lamps (2 floor,
I table) - Serving Tram' - GWTW Lamps - Banquet lamp - Lamps, wall,
bracket, oil, etc. - Mirror - Pictures, large, beautiful frames; the The Angel-

the low,
low prices!!!
r

EXPLORE the great
expanse of a Plymouth

station wagon!

us, The Gleaners - Picture krames (all kinds) - Preserie Stands - ('Ake
Stands.

Jane Higgs

RIDE
in a bucket-seat
Valiant Signet!!!

FOLLOW THE CROWDS TO:

Due to other rr?ponsibilitles. Mrs. Higgs is going out of the business, 80
everything will sell. Plenty of Sandwiches. Cold Drinks and Shade. by Gardner Community Center Sale will be held rain or shine, so be sure and attend
May 16, 1000 am.
MANY OTHEjt ITEMS NOT LISTED.
Mr*. Mary
OWNER
Martin. Tennessee

PAA

Taylor Motors, inc.

Ray Martin - Auctioneer
Phone 152-21S5 - McKenzie, Tenn.
Sale Service That Satiafies-

303 South 4th

.

Murray, Ky.

Wet
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lay-offs were begun
wens

have

been
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in
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tee games and loswon both

la,

games of

in

1961.

TVA Water...

have won 126 games

8 since Reagan has,
y have won 58 con-

season, tar

Racers

a from aliddle Ten-

Western

nual

flood season. They are allowrise during the spring,
and
then filled as near as possible to

and

ed

nu to Anatin PeetY,

in-league

Purdue,

wins

over

North

Da-

and

material.

TVA

for

drying

out

crews piled

the
and

It

•

fished ascend. won
from

to allow more time for the cleanup
operaticn

Iteminu -d F real cage 11
::.urned drift covering a total area
about 112 acres in various Fort.
own to nunimurn levels about
Jan; Loodoun coves. Much of the maMy 1 to provide maximum tot age
terial was so large and 90 watercapacity at the start of the anlogged that more than 6,000 gal-

dul lost 16. In diva-

to

Lomat top levels in surruner. How
closely these plans can be followed

atnat /iLtisotui.

each
of

1111111.1•11•11111111111

year

water

depends on the amount
received, and

other

cir-

curristances.

•

of

recorded
inches

tion of

by

for

Creek in

was

month

northeast

Reservoir
moderate

TvA

the

nearly
at

Alabama,

regiUation

flooding

at

prevented

Chattanooga

the month. At
Dam near the mouth of
during

t

15

Widows

Kentucky

the Tennessee, the spillway was used condinuouidy through April as the ells'
Itharge exceeded the amount of water

used

through

the

powerhouse

I)III G Ill S

lons of fuel oil was needed to burn

the piles.
TVA
good
the

said

there

was a

generally

response to requests through
CULL

from

organization

for

help

local agencies and, individual

property owners. Among those who
helped

TVA said
April rainfall across
Ilphe Tennessee Valley averaged 8.2
Inches. almost twice the April
normal
4.4 inches. Largest amount

and

were

Ptah

the

Tennessee

Commiasion,

Caine

MAY CLEARANCE

University

of Tennessee, Knox County. Knoxville

and

Lenoir

City,

Knoxville

Boat Club and Concord Yacht Club,
and

many

On

property crane's.

Watts

Reservoir

Bar

there

were

heavy accumulatiors of drift

near

Kingston

and

the dam

and

between

there

EXTRA VALUES * MANY BARGAINS

along the left bank.

TVA forces piled and burned about
48 acres of drift along 17 miles of
shoreline, with help from the Coast
Guard, Kingston
Club, Boy

Lions Club, Boat

Scouts, and

many indi-

siduals

36... —
Peter Sellers gets a smackeroo from
Hospital
wife liritt Ekland as he leaves Cedars of Lebanon
In Los Angeles for the rest of his heart attack recovery at

WELCOME OUT—Actor

turbines.

ection of
•

On Wheeler Reservoir, TVA forces
removed

about

35

acres

of

drift

versity of Kentucky and his A. B.
Degree from Transylvania Palette.
Bridge. Most of
Lexington, Kentucky. He also atthe developed shoreone sections in
tended Bethany College in Wed
has riow been cotnpleted.
(Continued From Page 11
the area have been kept clean by
Virginia and studied law one year
The biggest pert of the Job was property owners, TVA said.
ing enacted Into law. While presi- at the University of Kentucky.
on Fort Loucioun Reservoir, where
During the war, Dr. Sparks servOn Bear Creek einhayment of dent of KEA. he made another ex*there had been a 20-year accumulfrom 1044
Pickwick Reservoir, tow areas which tensive speaking tour of the state, ed with the U. S.,„Islavy
ation of drift and debris from bank
urging adequate financing of the to 11046. He held like rank of lieunormally receive bean
tae
Public
erosion and tributary floods. Many
were cleared of drift accumulation, Foundation Program, and again, ho tenant commander.
coves arid inlets on the upper part
service. Dr.
Prior to his
war
efforts were given much credit for
Of the reservoir were oarnpletely
Heavy
drift
accumulations in the budget Increase that made the Sparks
was principal at Russell
filed with logs, brush, and trash. scattered areas
around Boone Res- program a fie:t as well as a law.
Senior High School from 3041 to
Much of the trash was -contribut- ervoir were
piled and burned by
1943. He was superintendent of Irved' by an indifferent public, TVA TVA,
Dr. Sparks holds an Ed. D. iDcc- ington schools front 1934 to 1961.
and legs and snags floating
stud
to the surface of Boone and Fort tor of Education) Degree from the He was principal of Mayfield KKK
Last fall the lake was drawn down Patrick Henry
were removed from University of Kentucky. He mew- School when he was appointed to
to its winter level (whi'r than usual
those reservoirs•
ed his
A. Degree fran the U ni- the Murray State faculty.
Dr. Sparks' first assignment after
graduation from college was at McDarnels Elementary School in 1900
He then was assigned to Breckin-

•

ar.

along
Elk

publicly owned lands and at

River

Mills

Dr. Sparks..

•---

;E CO.

ridge County High School at

•

where

studying at

1934.

he University

All items during this sale in amount of fifty dollars or more may be paid for September first, with no carrying charge. Longer terms available with no down payment
at low bank rates.

*

FOR THE LIVINGROOM

OMAN TO 9206.60 ON EACH OF THESE FIVE HIGH
QUALITY SOFAS ... AU made by famous makers in the finest

SAVE

of On-

annau. Philip. a pre-med student
at Murray State, and Susan, a genfor at Morris% High School.

From

iContineed

Page

11)

AMERICAN PROVINCIAL WING-BACK.

Three cushion with coil spring construction, baclui and cushions
are Kodell foam filled. Self-decked with the same high quality

• •

l

unty

Tournament

in speech
activates Knatie he. also been
Wits activ? in school activities.
flkette of these activities are as follows: Associate Editor of school
paper for three years and Editor
Besides

THE HOME FOLKS in Japan get wind of the upcoming Olympic Carnes as this big Job roe
up in an annual kite flying contest near Uraaa. It takes 30 men to handle this monster.

for one

•

•

book.

arrive

being

year, Editor

Senior

Class

of

the

A

R , and

representative

veleeted

will

colorful, that

beautiful small design, quite

upholstery. A

ITALIAN

—

Parlor

Glove

by

made

PROVINCIAL

as the

Regular

ped cushions. This sofa would do credit to any home

Only $225.

Now

CET BACK LAIVION

STYLE. Three cushion up-

holstered in a lovely quilt fabric In shades of beige, turquoise
and

filled

Foam

green

struction

full

spring

fit in

with

with

cushions

will

Most comfortable and

under-conmost decor

Only $1411.

Now

Close out

Floor sample

77 inches overall
Genuine

There is no finer constructed sofa In West Kentucky

moulded foam rubber I not poly foam) cushion, webb construc-

Goebel's.

by

made

was another

replacement cost, it

in

upholstered

Arm covers with sofa

in rose color

matUeuse

fine quality

This sofa is priced less than

special order that was too long
$11111

Has to go!

corning

IN HEART — CONTEMPORARY Long, low
and beautiful Backs and seats loose cushions la deep foam
Sofa is 97 Inches long Upholstered in quilt fabric In beige, tangerine and yellow. Large ball brass casters. Looks Uke • million
$1941.
and its yours for ankf

FOR THE YOUNG

green

the Betty Crocker Company
}Inane Is also active in church
wort by working in the nursery
and Vacatioa Bible School.
by

Regular

SAUCER

NOW YOU KNOW
By Vatted Press Interesattesed
The Ann reinforced concrete construction in America of which there
Is a definite record was a house
Y. in
built in Port Mester, N
1876, according to the Portland Cement

Aesociation

EARLY AMERICAN THREE PIECE BEDROOM
Mr

ox-bow

bed

Mrs

and

plastic tops on case

matching

with

maple finish
sists of

bunk

desks and

beds also available
leo. Only
Sofa

as sample for contract, upholstered in 32-oa
beige color, cushions or zippered and filled

.81h16

*

'

unconditionally guaranteed by Simmons This is the eidis
bed you have been wanting at the price you can I afford

to

PROVINCIAL BEDROOM GROUP by Bassett
piece, double dresser with plate glass mirror, large serpentine
front chest and chair back type bed Brown _cherry finial A

FRENCH

MAO.

Naugahyde.

steal at onlyU.

king size Simmons Hollywood

Bed, complete with beautifully tufted white vinyl covered headHeavy duty Simmons metal frame, two twin box springs
This is • top notch quality set.

STUDIO SOIL Maas double or twin beds Good
beige and brown`111iirly American print upholstery Just

SIMMONS

with genuine foam

SIMMONS HOLLYWOOD REDS. Complete. Early American
headboards in Salem Maple finiah, metal frame on casters.
guaranteed tuftless innerspring mattress and box spring in
III.
heavy fabrics Twin dye only

leg heavy floral design ticking

walnut and oak
values is $14.115.

Regular

Now all at one low price

A

has 252 tempered eons and spring
unit has a foam topper Heavy foster mechanism This sofa is
as near indestructable as poisibie to make, ideal for den or cottage Has to go'

SAVE FIFTY DOLLARS on this

wood tops

finishes, both plastic and

Made up special
U.S

S5.22

chest and

This Is • splendid group for the guest or child $

Night stand

MAK

Wrought

Extra Special!

and Early American styles In walnut mahogany

Con-

pieces

dresser, mlrror, four-drawer

real value in • popular styled suite
ONE ONLY — HEDE-A-BED type Sleeper

board

looking

°tie of these

ONE ONLY — DECORATOR
construction
soiled

Reg

and

7;
755,
4.
W
w $
by Globe Parlor
rubber cushion. gold Slightly •

CHAIR made

moulded foam

$99

ONLY — ramps= PROVINCIAL SPOT CHAIRS. Small,
armleu, wood allind In antique white. upholstered in red •
each $24.55.velvet K Prise,
BUY OK STUDENT DESK Lama Ise, modem siSsio
has drawer finished in royal walnut plastic. A real value at
only
5 ONLY — POLO CREWS. Constructed et heavy wicker wit*
tress
WPC
bresb"
c
A $
13.111 'llalak
111111.
ralue• gireVitht
for"ria or$1PceLealfj

TWO

SPECIAL

base.

mild

•
CARPETING AND REMNANATS by MOHAWK

*
THREE ONLY —
rugs
RIVER Is a mere trickle In its dried-up bed where Soviet engineers are
setting off massise explosions to open a new canal so the water wont back up and buiy
the ancient city of Samarkand. A giant landslide dammed the riser.

"(THE TERAVSHAN
I.

FAMOUS MOHAWK 12
have

These rugs

slightly moiled

used

been

in

foot by 12 foot bound

our show

room

and

are

They are all high quality and represent the most
Rave Many IOW
PONT 501 NYLON in • tight

ONE — CONSTRUCTED OF DU

SEOADCASTS
TO WEST CUT WAY
DOWN, IMIOADCASTS
70 RFD CHINA AND
POIGHIOES WAY UP

SOVIET'S MIKOT AN,
A SMILER. EIGHTS
TWO.VIIIK JAPAN
JUNKET ON MAY 14
PIROSAIllY TOO,
EID puita MOM

HIGH COUNT ONUSES
10 givigwo GARY. NO.
SCHOOL ZONING LAW—
Of TACTO SEGREGATION

NEW PLUMP CONTINUOUS FILAMENT NYLON. It is high pile in texture. The color is one of

ONE — CONTRUCTED OF

ONE — CONSTRUCTED OF AMMAN. This is • beautiful carved textured with high and low loop and cut pile. A luxury car-

pet in • beautiful

I

FIVE SAILORS
KILLED P1 U S
MINI FIELD AT
GUANTANAMO

FIVE PIECE DINETTE Re1TE. Round Extension table with plastic top In Salem Maple finish Pour Commander type chairs In
matching finish

group

Extra chairs available. The complete five

Finished

in

FIVE

mica WROUGHT IRON ovarrra

Pomupetan

green supported plastic

green

with

chair

upholstery

SUITE.
in

light

Heavy translucent glass top, beautiful-

ly designed and will be an asset to any breakfast nook or patio.

M0111 THAN 750 CANDIDATES,
INCLUDING 14 FOR POESIDENCY
IN MAY TO PANAMA ELECTIONS

US TRANSPOIT CIVASHIS
IN PLANES NEAR SAIGON,
KRUNG TEN AMISICANS
ANO SIX VIETNAMESE

piece

now

ONE ONLY —

Mat
% Price!
ONE ONLY — FIVE PIECE SMALL SIZE DROP LEAF DINETTE
RUT! Table with leaves down taken up only 34 inches by thirty
inches Chrome with grey plastic top chairs in matching plastic
KHRUSHOSEV S CO
SOJOURNS IN U A R

°MMUS TRAIPSING
CAMPS FOUND IN
NORTHERN ARGENTINA
LAID TO RED CUIA

New Only 544.
cover Save $25.
SPECIAL PURCHASE! HIGH FIDELITY PLATE GLASS MIRRORS in antique white frame Mirrors are copper back with
ten year guarantee from Famous Maker
39 inch

REMNANT

ROLLS

of

CARPET

at

a

fraction

of

their

valuer.

Check sties for halls or steps. all or one of a kind
24 feet long by 24 inches wide. brown tweed. 501 nylon

alp,

15 feet king by 37 inches wide, green wool blend

UT,

13 feet king by 32

inches

wide, green Wilton wool

Ota feet long by 36 inches wide

Other

FOR THE DINING ROOM

*

AIGERIA RECEIVING
DOUIRE SOVIET AID
ASTI, EFF4 SELLA S
IOIRL/SHCHEV VISIT

LARGE NUMBER OF MOHAWK RUG SAMPLES. Door dap:
Values to four dollars.
MAL
Now choice M. Large Mae 27x54 inch

eighteen inches by twenty-seven Inches.

Eli

beige nylon

Sizes and

eit

Colors

8147.

soft beige

1E1 MEETS
THE PEOPLE
ON TOUE Of
•PPALACHSA
MAO PLANS
TO COMO00
110114

ARMEN, DIVES TO EARTH
EAST OF SAN FRANCISCO,
KILLING ALL 44 ASOAND

$117.

the newer shades called Roman Gold. Yours for only

LrcKFTATY 'USK
AT NATO T•llIS
AT NO H•GLJE

!MA

A

*

popular textures and colors today

woven texture. The color is called silver green and is light in
$117
shade. Yours for only

Ky.

Now
porch

rt

SUITE. Salem

and the large tuftlewi tax foot six inch wide mattress Good look -

•

1419.110
CHAIRS for the den, living room, or

SLIGHTLY DAMAGED TWO PIECE TRADITIONAL STYLE
LIVING ROOM SUITE. Upholstered In a beautiful frost beige
nylon boucle fabric foam cushions with full coil spring coilNew OIL
truction Regular
'
250
ONE ONLY — TWO PIECE EARLY AMERICAN LIVING ROOM
SUITE. Three cushion wing sofa upholstered in a linet type
textured olive green fabric Pull spring construction with %ern
cushion wrapped in Kaden. A real luxuriously comfortable suite.
SUE
for only
BAR STOOLS Wrought...Wee bases with rattan swivel bads seats.
()termer? to 61795. ' KIN enly 15.16.
Just twelve of
COMPLETE CLOSE DOT of over thirty living room tabled, Cocktail. Steps. Commodes and Lamp Tables Mostly high quality
Meraman tables that have been discontinued Modern, Period.

rubber. Innerspring mattress

•

These top quality recliners have the TV position feature

FOR THE BEDROOM

*

on

As Is alga.

Iron bases with woven cane seats

bedroom
school's "Homemaker of Tomorrow"'

tremendous saving

The quantity is limited on these top value recliners come early

Newest type dacron wrap-

1.369.95

A

National advertimd at $23900

EXTRA SPECIAL! LARGE HIGH BACK RECLINERS, upholstered in glove-soft supported vinyl Choice of beige, brown or

webb construction

with

Coil spring

Fine wood work In fruit wood finish

Buy one

only $177

Upholstered in an off-white matleu.sae that will

give years of hard service

ONE ONLY —

New $25,

Both $49
SIMMONS HIDE-A-BED SOFA. Early American style with belke
and brown print upholstery, one cushion of sofa slightly damaged

Furniture Co

upholstery

this sofa

Now
ONE ONLY

Regular $49.50

get one free! .

year-

to the Student Council, received
the "Oodd Citizenship Award" by
the D

and gold fabric, fruit wood finish legs

add that much needed touch to the panelled room

tion

During her setthir arr.
'Shale received third place ereard
for negative speaker at Isaac Litton. Tenneesee Tournament and
Steeker Award at Daviess Cob.
ealienre

ONE ONLY — ITALIAN PROV1NCAL SPOT CHAIR in turquoise

Mahogany trim, light green tapestry
ONE ONLY — EARLY

SMALL SCALE TRADITIONAL SOFA, only

Kristie Kemper . ..

*

ONE PAIR ONLY OF BARREL BACK LIVING ROOM CHAIRS

styles used today.

Har-

he taught and
coached limn 1931 to
Dr :parts. a native of Mt Vernon, Kentucky is married sao the
former Mine Lots (gclen Stiles of
They have
Irvington, Kentucky
three children Harry Jr. Who is
din:hunt

v. Ky.

•

Save As Much As 50%

home. About two months, it will take.

TVA said today that all of the
drift removal and shoreline cleanup work it had planned for this
winter and spring on SIX reservoirs

ACtic
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a-

doubleheader

nnessee

Overall size 27 inch by
Now $15.

Save over 50' I

*

BEVEL EDGE PLATE GLASS MIRRORS. count.,
back with ten year guarantee Large 3 foot by 4 foot with bricif,,

VENETIAN

$19.95.

special at
28 inch by 38 inch with back

$12.95

18 inch by 26 Inch with back

$ 7.95

feet long Maple grain
plastic top with Salem Maple finish on exposed wood parts.
. IMF&
....
Close out ......
DOOR MIRRORS. Large IMO inch. complete with clips and
Now Only P.M.
screws for essay Installation Compare at $695
Decorator fabrics Values to
ONE TABLE Or TOSS
nuke $1.55
62.95.
ONE ONLY — HARVEST TABLE. Pull five

ru.Lows.

THREE TERRIFIC RUTS IN urinmemn) FURNTURE:
New Only $16.116
CHEST OF DRAWERS. Five drawers.
New Only $19118
CHEST OF DRAWERS. Six drawers
Now Only 124.811
DEVISER BASE. Nine drawers

WORLD WEEK
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••

4

••••••••••••••

-

•

A

•
roUR

TRI LEDGER

753-4947

aste#4Social Calendar
Thursday. May 14
Friday. kW 11
The New Corused Parents Club . The Gilts AiutaterY PreseTWWWW1
win be held at the Popts: amines
will meet at the school at 7.30 p
•• • •
Baptist Church at 7:30 p m. The
pubbe is urged to altend.
The South Murray Homemakers
••••
Club will meet at the home of Mrs.
The American Legion Auxiliar
QUkiton Gibson. 1631 West (live
luncheon will be held at the TriStreet. at e`30 p in
• • ••
angle Inn at men. Ali are urged to
Grove 136 of the Supreme Perot attend in ceder that plans for Poppy
Woodmen Circie will meet at the Day can be completed Reservations
Wornans Club Rouse at 6 30 p. in., Are 11C4 necessary
• •.•
• •••
The rint Ripust Church WMS
The Carter School mil have its
•• ••
annual spring music feseme on the
will meet at the charch at 7 p. m lawn of the school at fc:30 p m
_AL.*—
The Dorothy C4role of the And.
SW* Church WMS will meet at
lhallimig. May 11
the home of lira. Prank Meek, at
Thil ORM dltatJctiia EPUro9 30 a. in.
pal
a rummage

allures

•• ••

I sale at the

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Riggins Home Scese
Of North Murray
Homemakers Meet
ma. Dailey Rigging mimed her

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
753-1916 or

& TIMES

LliglOt1 MU!

- MAY 14, 1964

THURSDAY

Merits were mined by thar pusaipplo
she were ism. A. K. Wallelt
H. W. Wilson, Lirs, Mends N1Paitale•
and Mrs. Chad atintart,

,Suma Department
Hears Talks By
Two Teachers

Dear Abby ...

•• • •

The Sigma Department of the
Money Woman's Club held its reinter etteedng at the club bow" on
Monday, May 11, at seven-thirty
o'clock.
&tyke,
Mrs. Donnie Penn and Mrs. litu- Federal State Market Neve
Thursday, May 14„ 1964 Kentucky
gene Russell, teachers of the
in
Rog Maritet Report
Department Kindergarten, were the Purchase-Area
Buying Jiltatiorn. tatexams for the evening and apples, Inehiding 9
Barineve
on the improvements of the school, mated Receipts 500 head
and Gate Steady. U. S. 1„. 2 end 3
Mrs.
Point
discussed
ehe
growth
DEAR ABBY Please Welt this. three separate occasions in this plat
If, 8.
and Mn, Rusaell gave the enporte 1110440 lbs. 414,50-1476; Pew
Maybe it will spare some other year, and they never invited us
1 180-M0 de $15 0O-16,; U. 8.
atoe
of
the
Kindergarten.
Mother the heartbreak I suffered. back I any pinning ancther party
8,
3 345-270 lbs. 51.3.26-1440;
The apeakera were Meredueed *- and
T am the mother of a retarded son. end my husband suggested I moire
2, 2 and 3 160-175 lbs. 3,404-14.8b;
When he wee very young. my faintly this couple. I tad hen I would not Mrs Don Keller. chairman of the U. S. 2 and 3 sown 00400
and my doctor tried to get me to Mirka than eosin until the returned eindereexten ocemnittee of the de- 530.50-11.50, LI S. 1 and 2 260-401)
partment,
put the boy en an institution. but the enetalion. My thethand says I
a1l.26-12 Z
Mn, Bethel Richardson, chair- lbs
I loved hen ao dearly I could not iticiukket be so "touchy." Abby, these
bear the thougnt of putting ban pope have entertained many tithes man, presided and introduced the
sally I thought I could rive Mkt ese 1Imow about, and nYi nthalgon new department chairman for the
the care he needed, so I kept hid Akita me they could have Invited in new club year, Mrs. James R. Boone.
at hone. I didn't know how wrong if they had minted to Whitt do Other offs are Mrs. Dos Keeler,
sene-ohainnen, Mrs A. B. Craw
It was As the years pissed, he you say?
secretary, Mrs. Buddy Valentine,
develeced normalrY ItrYstealty. arid
-TOUCHY"
treasurer.
he began to take nouce of the girla
The
Kincisrgarten
committee
DEAR "TOTCTYle". rn go along
One day he grabbed a little 11-year
old neighbor girl and tried to rape wttil year woman*, Intuition. Don't chaennin *ill be Mrs, 0. B. Boone,
Jr
a.ssisted by the. 'Pcsnmy
her. The outcome was so terrible invite theta agelti ante they have
Taylor Mrs Hob Ray will be the
for cur family. My boy is now in an Invited You.
• • •
new ratans's elaterman.
kestitution branded as a -rapist."
Durtng the eons' heir retreadIt I had only listened to my faintly,
DEAR ABBY: lanfortunately I go
Iht5 Would not have happened.
to tie sone beauty shop as the
Plasm advise mother's of retarded
Woman who 0S116 and manages the the domestic serape of others.
children to learn all they can about
• • •
apartment lintking I live In. My
their problem.
preblem is that this woman Lein
CONFIDENTIAL TO F. O.
HEARTSICK
the beauty operator all my business Your letter was a dandy, but too
DEAR HEARTSICK: Thank you
while the gets her wash and set long to print. I atone with you. Tit
Ter your letter. If It helps Just one
It's a neighborhood shop, and many surn It op: "What we don't spend
will
be
the
It
wen
worth
mother.
of my friends go there, too, and they on education today we will spend on
space It Is given in this newspaper.
"MOST WANTED" — rt./
all listen in while this landllady penal Institutions ternorrow!"
For Information retarding the probfew days, It seems MI of
blabs all my pommel bulimia and
lems of retarded children, write to:
the rar. -Tee Most WanteapecisAy about the family,argil.
Get it off year cheat. P'er a perNational AssoelaUon for Retarded
ed- fugitives 111 cat:lett arid
manta she hears The beauty oper- sonal, unpublished reply, write to
another goes= the est. TIM
Children Depl. Tic, 386 Park Aveator not only mos it up, but pumps, ABBY, Box 3365. Beverly Hills, Calif.
newcomer is Geretii Patrice
nue South, t... 16, N.
her tcr more. What can be done 9D112 Encloae a stamped, .H-ad• • •
McLaughlin, a Boston hoodthout
this?
dressed
envelope
has charged with winding
Airs.
• • •
DEAR ABBY How many times
AerTI-BUSYHODIES
up a party by shooting a
guest between the oyea lesshould you invtte a couple to &ruler
DEAR ANTI: You can't shut up
For Abby's -,00klet, "How To Hove
Laughlin n 37. la 5-feet-ti,
when they have never had you beer! your busdbody, but you can nsove. A Lovely Wedding," send be cents
weighs 140-1,30. Ho has tetThe Woman's btlinkinary Sanely I invited a certain couple to my You can ales Hind a Duality shop to Abby. Box 3385, Beverly Hills,
of ter& ea Ms Mott
te.*
of the Spring Creek Baptist Church home for small dinner parties on where the operator doesn't feast on Calif 90212
met, at the church Thursday afternoon for the regular ineciftry meet-

ONE MOTHER'S HEARTACHE!

borne for the rneeting of the North
Murray Homemakers Club held on
Friday. May 8, at tie-thirty o'clock
in the afternoon.
A aped& guest was Mrs. James
Pee who visited the club an behalf
of the Library telhng of the need
starting at S a. et.
for help and mooey ocotributions
•• e •
to make it a going ooncern. The
Monday. May It
club voted to contribute to the
The Auetin School will have its fund.
annual spring MUSIC festival in the
The guests. Mrs. Fee, Mrs. Barhool auditorium at letta Wrather, and fire. Waggoner,
teeTa) R
630 p
and fifteen members answered the
cedi with "What I Like Best
•• • •
about 8Pains".
Mks. Jahh Workman. president,
presided and announced that the
present officers will serve another
year, She also gave the program of
duly for the year 1964-65.
The devotion bun Ruth 1:16-17
on the theme of "Love, Rome. and
Unselfishness" was given by Mrs.
B. J. Hoffman to/lowed by prayer
by Mrs. Charlie Crawford.
"Indoor Lighting" was the subject of the lesson presented by
Mrs. Flatlet Dunn, assisted by Mrs.
Barletta Wrather They (said good
Aintree is very =portent
far sewing reading. and writing.
With Door thtmg the eyes become
tiled skid sleepy The leaders demonstrated the use of btabs and the
positions of height oflight to be
wed.
RatireMinn was oondoeted by Mra
Rigging and Mrs H E ifischke
refreshments were
and del1ckon
served by the hostess.
The June meeting is scheduled
to be held at the home of Mrs. S
Horn, 812 Poplar Streit,
• •••

Hog Market

/Abigail Van Buren

D.

T.

Thomas „Lee
Leader For Spring
Creek W 211S Meeting

RELIGIOUS LEADERS GET A VOW—Addresseig leaders of America's religious faiths to the
White House East Room, President Jobasne deehres the Civil Rigbte BI is going to
be enacted trite, law -because Nance and morality demand it." An Interfaith &rive for
action on the bill -Without further delay- was touched off at an unprecedented punt eonrucaUon attended by more than 6.500 Protestant. Catholic. /mends and Orthodox la.
at, at Georgetown Ualeirene In Kaalengton, D.C.

Mrs. Thomas Lee was the leader
for the program on the theme, "Encouraging Trends In Baptist Misetens". and was assisted by Mrs.
Roscoe Pesgin, Mrs. Clint Greer,
Mrs. Jerry Butler. Mra. Dertglit
Wanon. Mrs David derma, and Mrs.
Bobby Ithetheil.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Jerry Butler and a quiz was oondocux1 by Mns Ire. Mrs Clint
Greer. president, presided and led
the opening and closing prayers.
The 150th year Baptist Jubilee
fellowship was discussed.

CHOICE •uuLoIN

WHOLE - GOVT INSPECTED

1Beef Steaks

volgbpave graduate deserves

79
/

SLAB, Sliced and Derinded - 3-4 lb. avg. piece

HUNT'S

No 2; Can

RED SKIN -

for young men of action.
A store that caters to the highest
schools of fashion.

SUNICIVT

SPORT SHIRT

29c Peanut Butter

LEMONS

$9 98

GRADE 'A'

GI.A D IOLI

EGGS BISCUITS Sugar

_ _ '4.98

DOYEN

3 C ANS

55c

'5.98

eeach
Itiev
All Styles
and Colors
by

\(.1 Ic•If 1,1 alifiit

$3.98 & $5.98

1

WRAPPINi,

"ACTION CLOTHES FOR YOUNG MEN"
Across From MSC Library

TEXAS MIMS
MAKARINE
SURE AR
DEUR° ALLY
PLASTIC FREEZER CUPS (pint

Bruce

GOT
If/RAPPING

SYRIIP
310

IT CRACKERS
21` PIE
PIE CRUST MIX soh
CHERRY ME MUNE
2 F°R 25#, MIRO FOIL

55c

3 Ito.

2 lbs.

Spreader(' Solid

tsst

Robert

THE COLLEGE SHOPPE
South IStli Street

19c $1.10

3.98

BELTS
SPORT BELTS
SOCKS
TIES
TOILETRIES

Retries

11V LOY.

Button or Snap Tab C'-',11ars - Al! Tapered Models

Solids. Plaids and Stripes

35c

Delicious

Medium

and (otton

49c
49c

FIENDt133074

S,)licis, Plaids and Stripes - All Tapered ModeLs

Madris, Seersucker. Dacron

19c

f4311DD'011 - 13-0-i

All Tapered Models

MADRIS SIPORT SHLRTS _

lb

Tan Can

Owen

Imo•

Sutton Down Collars

23

SWIEDDIS - Pint

Exclusive Ivy Styles

BANLON SHIRTS

lb

BACON
35t, PICNICS
iiite Rite Cola 27c Salad Dressing
49c SALMON
PEARS
Green Beans 19c LUCKY WHIP

THE COLLEGE SHOPPE

DRESS SHIRTS

FRYERS 23
TENDERIZED,!MOVED - Free Ritchie

rHEEST
Solids, Stripes and Plaids

ANN'S

Walt 113/1101TINO IS A PLEASURE ifmtsYskto 07 A TASK

it

APPLES Csaistieek —

— No 2 can

2 hoses

2 -lb. glass

10e)

lb. 20(
WHITE SALT JOWLS
STRAWBERRY EMPTY QUARTS _ 2'/2*
39'
FLAVOR-KIST FUDGE BROWNIES
29'
NABISCO FIG BARS

Twin Pak

SitIsselthame

2 45°
2 ▪ 2qe
33*
55#
0R

JOHNSON KLEAR WAX,bulge she _ 98'
PUTNAM FADELESS DYE
pkg. 35'
LADIE YARD GLOVES
49'
LIME
IO lb. bag 39'

'

••••

••!'

f

)

.1=MMIO

6.

tr

•
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NOTICE

d by fat 1700080
L. 0 vellum. Ike,
4, Charles NIIPattide.
Stenearit,

FOR HAIL 8r FIRE INSURANCE
on your tobacco see Thomas McDaniel or Wayne Wilson at Wilson
Insurance and Real FvnIte
marble

[FOR SALE

ment phone 753-5813.
al4c haat off the highway, a Inc room
house and six acres of land.
PORTABLE TV. Good condition,
ISEILES WEST of Murray, on
reasonably priced. Phone 762-4447,
a psoad Highway. a two bedroom
TERMITE SWARMING. CALL FOR
or
at Orchard Heights, hoe*,
free inspection, slate licensed and
frame home, in a beautiful setting
No. 4.
m10
with five as of land.
Insured- All work-eisaranteaL Brave
SO';, 30 days only. American Ea- 2 BEDROOM HOUSE. Electric heat, ABOUT FOUR MILES from Mur* ternunating Co., P.O. Box 151, phone city water and sewerage, one block ray, a 27'1, acre farm, fenced, a
247-6072, Mayfield.
dwelling, and two block outbuildmay28e west of college. Phone 753-3043.
ml4c ings. TUCKER REALTY Ft INNEED A NEW HOME? WHY NOT
SURANCE (X) 502 Maple Street
try the lovely rlomette Mobile Home. FOR SALE BY OWNER Six room Murray, Kentucky. Doolad R Tuckhouse,
3!!,
acres.
House
good
in
con- er, Bobby
32 floor plans to choose front. Ten
Grccs.n, 753-4342, Hiram
and twelve widest. Get more for yoUr dition, electric heat, hard wood Tucker 753-4710.
1TC
floors,
north
L,
mile
of
Almo, cut
money and so reasonable. Oomplete
off on Highway 641 or call 753-6531. 16 CU. F. UPRIGHT Admiral
stock of used models. 28' lake trailer
nil4c framer, used one year, $200. Pilot*
$800; td 10' irides $2385 and $2586.
42 1967 model, two bedrooms $1750; 1952 MODEL FORD TRACTOR. 753-4782.
36' two bearucan modes $1595 'slimy Plow, disk, cultivator. Also boat.
GOOD Usiai REFRIGERATOR
610 others to choose from Matthews motor and trailer, Cherokee CataExcellent condition Phone 783-446'7.
While Homes, Highway 45 North, lina with 40 hp Johnson. Call 492141-16-P
Mayfield.
may28c 2832.
ml4p
-MAYTAG RINGER TYPE Washer
PA.RMERS, GET YOUR DeKALB DOUBLE 13.113.3, cheat, pictures,
with twin tubs Sell cheap Phone
seed corn at the Murray Hatchery. maple bedroom suite-Americana 753-5126
M-16-P
mile and Book of Knowledge, Washer,
dryer. 753-6672. 204 Woodlawn. NICE4 ROOM IUL
ROURE 001
Kik arta
M-15-C
_
lot 118' it 380, electric heat, extra
WORK
al.;truck.
good well, $500 chain link fence.
M -la-P THREE 2RIVATE ktOOMS POR
en
.This building Is owned by the Civi- 0111 753-:.987.
college boys with kitchen privileges.
W tan Club and any reasonable offer bac= "
BA ...
4"
Iv
5 lc. 1.3
100 8. 13tri. Phone 753-3014.
will be ocenidered. Contact Hoyt
tic
3 bedroom etro baths,-den,
Roberts or Wayne Wilson or any frt.
member of the Civitan Club.
ml4c two firreill01114 central au orktOltion, ROTO-TILLERS, MOWERS, hedge
electric hest. On biackt...p highway.
trimmers, hand sanders, saws
1963 FORD XL Convertible. 4-speed. 4 Inge.from OgY Wag& Wcuitt Wine BILRFIBTE.
maylas
posi- traction, Power steering. roll/ for house in Murray!. Priacd right to
equipped. Extra clean. Double Eagle 90;1. Ste Waldron Real katate. Phan, TELEVISIONS, AIR -Conditioners,
tires. Can 753-6806 after 4:00 p.m.
7
q 153-1390. 51-9-C fans, refrigerators, ranges.
-6-5613. fr,ghl:
BILBREY'S.
mayl4c
AC 7i. PAPA cet
A
blickzop
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 1305 Over- hearttsey. 01aeres clewed. 68
EDVICtli Ji;(*(ED I
by. 3 bedrooms, large living room. burley base. 1.21 acres dark tired
kitchen dinette. utility room, attic base, pond, two eprings. and a 5 HAVE NEW 2-row
tobacco setter,
storage area, electric heat, storm 200111 house.
set for the public Call Nolen
windows and doors. For appoint-FIVE MILKS NORTH of Murray. Atkins 753-6733,
M -16-P

I

see

r

FREE HOUSE. ALL YOU HAVE TO
do is move it. 305 El. 11th. Call 7534353 or 753-1949.
mlip

----;;TNTED

RETIRED MAN OR COUPLE to
care for hotel afternoons and
IS THE NUMFEIR TO CALL
nights. Free
Must be reliable 753-6590 when plumbing
is in need
and nave good references. Call
of repair. Elroy Sykes Plumbing
763-4790.
colic Repair Service, Oonconi
Highway,

Tula

Tent.

WAITRESS. Apply in person at Triangle Inn.
M-18-0

I

HELP WANTED

MAN WAN i tai: Oontinue Rawleigh
Berrice to consumers in Calloway
On. A profitable business of your
own. No previous experience or
capital investment needed. For information see or write Bill Johnson Box 362, Russell Springs, Of
write Rawleigh Dept. KYE-1090-327
Freeport. Ill
LTC

or Located

NirEti" — rye,

seente. Mit ne
reli Moat Wantp is caned and
on the Rat TIfiii
Geoegi Patrick
• Boston hood! with winding
by abooting a
in tie *yea. Me37. is 5-festli,
20. He has tat.
Ii ee his OAK

•

Sky
t
for 13Po wirderh orrit
Joseelyn
',Alaimo** by Archie
wog et Amelia Irma restresseull_be

I

Iheferne fInbalrats

C11 1 I 7111 24
other things. such as when you the door and almost collided
TOHN HAIAITgD did not be- held up the stage You vs been' with Triune,
tray me awarenese that hiding behind a etas quits •
Powdersmoke twisted from
Torn Triune had saipped
while, but we'll find out 11 it's the muzzle ot fits gun, and in
silent lind
its usoai a good enough shield to stop i the midd!e of the street, men
After all, this was hui iftii bullets!"
were rosining • second outlaw
Steve Scranton's voice rapped
"What you mean, 1 suppose ! Iran wnere ne hung, one foot
louder. defiantly.
is that you ve killed actiwartz ...Aught and twisted in the stir""rhis time you resale a de
l you're infixing up Uual rup. rthUle brushed aside the
!• Scranton retorted. I excited compliments of titre
ciston amid stick to it, Sky Pilot
Your tin:Aber stays right acre' "I've killed nobody-yet But who had seen the shot.
"Sho ," die protested, 'seems
:n jail till I have that mone) Pm going to. beginning with
in toy hands - and not as a this psalm singer, who bad 10 like 1 can do better IS Use
trustee to keep it for others! stick his nose in and spoil dark." He listened as well-witebAfter I have it, then we II ills- everything the other night., and ers suggested that he serve IMP
miss the charges But that s the ending with you! I don't know other term in office and shook
which if WW2!, • man who his bead.
eay it btu; to be.
gave up the Idea of rtukt
prates about peace and then
It was another voice which mixes In
what's none of his nixig • while beck, and there's
answered a strange one. sur- business,
or a sheriff who dis- no reason to change. What worprimrig all others in the room graces his badge!
I'll leave that ried me for a while was not
equaUy Even Halsted, like the for somebody else
to decide- having a good man to take my
sheriff, had tailed to notice the along with both
of you for place, but ones come among us
cat-footing stranger who had burying!"
-if he can be persuaded to
conic slipping in clorie on TriIt seemed apparent that he take the lob. What he just did.
une's heels. His voice was grim. had brooded upon his minor- using his bead the way he did.
like the rumble of an awry bull. tunes, translating them into likely made all the difference
"I hope. gents. that that can wrongs. envisioning himself as tonighe"
wait. Fact Is. I guess it'll have an instrument for Justice, perHe turned as Paul Halsted
to. ree business that comes haps revenge. It was unlikely came up, and dropped a hand on
first-M*0ess that won't wait that he was alone. Probably his shoulder.
"Guess I owe you ...an apoloYou've eheited the hangman too there were others In the town
long. Scranton You should have who were prepared to rob the gy," be said. 11 knew all along
had that in mind when you were bank again and to take the I'd seen you •somewhere-or
killing my brother in here a money which Scranton had in your likeness. Only I couidn t
his keeping. It had seemed quite remember where. You
couple of nights ago!"
Surprise held Scranton rigid probable to Halsted that the been a deputy with the Cattlefor a moment He turned his rival gang would strike again, men's Association, and • good
head as though his na k had and tonight they bad caught one-close-mouthed like a man
needs to be. Or maybe,' he
gone stiff. taking • backward them off guard.
"The hymn-singing hypocrite added, turning logically to Halstep which brought his back to
sted, "you wouldn't want him as
the
wall. Halsted and
his first!" the outlaw said bitterly,
brother were in the cell, Its and swung his gun with sudden sheriff, with you as the sky
width between them, the door unleashed savagery. Gun flashes piloL"
-Is Paul wants the job, there'll
open. Scranton was in the cor- caxne blindingly in the dusk,
be no difficulty on that acridor. with cells on either side. their thunder seeming to shake
count,' Halsted assured him,
Sheriff Tom Triune lurked the low-ceilinged rooms Twin
and turned back inside the sail
near the outer door. It was as forty-fives, merged in a joint
to light a lantern.
though the disclosures which roar before as suddenly falling
That the gesture might be
he had Just overheard had silent.
symbolic
did net occur to him
• • •
shocked him into Immobility.
as be hung it from a spike
A.LSTED
heard
the whine above the doorway.
Between Triune and Scranton,
It added up
Of a bullet, but it was off to
where he had moved stealthily,
a new beginning, in which
Scranton
course
as
s
gun
the newcomer poised, his back
match- John Crenbrook. Leroy Presalso to the wen. the dull gleam ed It for speed. There was an cott and Bob Leland would not
of a forty-five crowding his added factor which the robber have died In vain.
fist. Even in the failing light. had not counted on. Paul HalA leas easy fact to realize
It was easy to see that the sted had watched. poker-faced. than the rest, he was the parAt the critical moment he lifted son of Powderhorn.
muzzle swept the enclosure.
a man who
"Draw if you feel like it. his arm end threw the tin cup had come unscathed through
Scranton," he taunted, or if which had held his coffee. Some the fire of gurismoke: one who,
you feel lucky. That'll give me of the dregs spattered in the like a seer of old, found himself with the mantel of another
a good excuse for pulling the gunman's face.
Both men were down, the nun draped about his shoulders.
trigger-which I'm itching to
outlaw sprawled along the floor, He was faced with an eliciting
do!"
"Just what are you getting appearing to pillow his head challenge.
Much remained to be done,
at, Dwain?" Scranton demand- upon his arm. Scranton twisted
ed. "Seems like we've a right onto his back, his face contort- and one fact was of vital Iming
as
Halsted
bent
portance.
But that would come
over him.
to know."
"Sure. Pll tell you. Only my He managed the shadow of a on the morrow, when, despite
grin.
the
violence
amid which they
name ain't Doolin - no more
"My luck's-better than I de- had lived and died, it would be
than his was. You made a mistake the other night. killing serve." Scranton gimped. 'To go his duty as well AA his privilege
him. He was my brother. And out-on the same side with you, to speak a few last words over
the outlaws who had ended an
another bad mistake was pick- Preacher!"
"You spoiled his aim to save era. At that time, some explanaing the sort of confederates you
tions would be in order, confeshave"
i me," Halsted said. "It was
sions which he knew would be
"You talk a lot, and any mighty good shooting.'
soberly weighed and well remighty little," Scranton comi
"Guns have been my busiceived.
ness," Scranton returned simplained.
After those were given, he
gay plenty before I'm ply. -But it'll be a better town
would go to Elizabeth with a
t h r 9 lig h. I'm referring to without them. And Elizabeth's
clear conscience. And the would
,
Schwartz. Right now he's rid- -getting the better man!"
come to him with her mind and
ing out, and he won't be coming
His head rolled, falling brick. heart both washed of fear.
this way again. It didn't require From outside there sounded anLike a beacon, the full moon
much persuading to make him other gain, a single shot, then was
coming up, making mellow
talk lie told nie what happened confusion as men began to mill the
night.
sto my brother, and a lot of In the street. Halsted opened
&ND Aiiimij

:rti
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TFC
WELL PUMP AND WATER heater
service, 7 days per week. CAE Elroy
Sykui Plumbing and Repair Service,
Concord Highway, phone 753-4590
TFC

MALE

HELP WANTED

"PRIME SUSPECT"-Captured
in Wayne, Mich., after his
car crashed into another
auto during a police chase,
Bruce Leikett i shown in a
1958 FBI file photo) has been
identified as a "prime suspect" in the slayings of two
policemen
Fredericksin
burg. Va The driver of the
second car was killed.

MIANA.GKkiENT CAREER Applicants now being interview for tram514 program leading to management
positions in progressive consumer
credit company. Earn an attractive
salary while learning Outstanding
employe benefits, plus rapid promotion A secure future awaits you.
11 ycu are between 19 and 30, have
a til7h st-thool education, and are
wiring to work hard to build a career with a leading company, phone
'753-1412 and ask for Mr Dean.
M-111-C
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PEANUTS4

by Don Sherwood

I SUPPOSE I COOLD IF I
REALLY TRIED.

140tJ I HATE TO 61VE
THE REST OF TfiE WORLD
/INN

ON/11/11111111
14111■11111111
b7/1/1/11/111111i
111h1111//111111111111
ire111111111111FAVYM
DAN FLAGG
by Charles M. Schutt
LIKE WHAT"°AREA ME WITH
INSu SORnNATION "I GO MEAD
I'D RATHER WEAR THAT TAG, THAN
BE ROPITF_D OUT AS A c'E5ERT1ER

PEN PALS-In Chicago for •
rand-raising dinner, President Johnson holds Cathy
May Raker. 7, in his arms
after personally delivering
1,0 her the letter she holds.
"I am very proud to have a
friend like you." says one
sentence. Cathy May is the
little girl who wrote to LBJ
0 asking that the trains be
kept running so her grandmother could visit her.

GET OUT
OF HERE GUNNY'
*TOUT SEFCRE
•IIDU *AKE Me
DO 5CmeTHPG
VU.IM SORRY
FOR.

NANCY
my Ernie tioslimiller

OUR NEIGHBOR
WILL YOU

se

PLEASE PULL
DOWN THE
SHADE ?

15 GETTING
TOO MUCH
PLEASURE
OUT OF IT

— Ar-APAPIA.
111'4 :•"",.44

AERIE

AN' SLATS
by Raeburn Van Buren

•

•

---I'LL GIVE SLATS THE
ANSWER mvsEir, OiARLIE -YOU WON'T HAVE TO
RETURN "RD THAT
ISLAND

HONEY - I AIN'T
SURE I HEARD YOU
RIGHT, I THOUGHT
YOU SAID YOU WAS
TRAIDU4' SLATS
FOR THAT STACK

VA NEVER KNOW ABOUT
MIND 0' A WOMAN,
opiw-EVE
cHARLIE
FL ES
NHWH
AN
EN
,SHE'S

THE

BLOOD.'

0' GOLD.'

H

- 3 Lbe. -

20R 45*
2' F°. 29*
- _ _ _ 33*
----- 55'
can

e size _ _

98'

_ pkg. 35'
49*
10 lb. bag 39*

Lit' &FINER

' Uppr

I

THERE'S NOTHING A5 FIERCE AS AN ENRAGSD
1-tARY-BREASTED GINze4Roff rr STRikas eiACK 1!—

-rli

•

-

THAT SATISFACTION!

.1

19c'

IL

41-Packed away
r
Rog.)
46-Endured
47-Dine

46-Ner‘e

network
48-130w
60-Comfort
Si -Paddle
63-Cblmes
66-Separated
68-De fee ed
41 - Female
sheep
62- W•ter wheel
44-Period of
time
115-Marry
46-Molars
67-itrid

0=0 UM30 0150
OM10 2005 MUM
5M MUM 2/210
RA 001110 CIMMW
000Ed U020 000
GM1000 015MW 3O
000530 2MMU3
30 OMOM BOOM
G00 0MOM 0033
iii 0000 WM
00@ EM30
M
OM003
0 OWMO
331 V0015 0E35

Siberia
7-Conjunction
S-Snatch
1-Indian tents
10-Devoured
11-insane
16-Tossed
18-Fondle
20- Lamprey'
12-Showy dower
22-Pursue
25-At present
ST-Fur-beerIng
marntoalg
22-Taut
SO-Obscure
52-Evil
$4-Rellidous
devotee
22-Walks

F

HE
PARED
mut
Alil

23

ACROSS
l-Pruit seed
4-Amid
9-Syottish cap
12-Macaw
13-Toil
14-Greek letter
16-Missive
17-Knocked
1S-This ones
here
21-Insect
12-Genus of
maples
14-Chicken
16-Trial
29-Fragment
31-Tennis
stroke
33-Bishopric
34 -Symbol for
tantalum
35-Ernerge
victorious
37-Armed
conflict
39.Indefinite
article
40-Worm
42 -Drinking
1
44-Sriluded
valleys

WARD TERMITE OD. LOCATED
at Five Points, Murray, Ky. Phone
753-6019 or 247-3023 collect Mayfield, licensed and insured. Any size
home work guaranteed) 170.00. 30
years experience. Free estimates.
june2c

Warket
irket News Service,
14, Ha Kentucky
rug Airitet Report
&Cing
U* bead Barra*.
i and 3
r. U.S.
l8-1d7S; 'WO :
111,85.0ö.1:6.
U. O. 3
I. 01„3.36-14114; V. A
75 Ibt. -S11.014.4.111)1
sown 40D-0
S. 1 and 2 250-4ft

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

^

by Al Cana

ALL SLOBBOVIA IS DRENCHED WITH
KICKAPOO JO'/ JUICE !!-

-AND

1
.
V
*Auk SIX
THE
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•
,
Nona Baz..ell. Carolyn Lynn. Janice
Conley. Crime Evans, and Joan I
Heidb:..i.k
et% ed their :unior degree. Betty ()shorn Sharon Venable.
'..Lir•-ta Hendon received their
c hapter degree

Callouay FHA'
has Regular
Meeting

Pt)llosmg the installation senice
the Junior and chapter degrees were
presented to the girls a ho had met
the qualifications Nancy Wilson.

TIMES

—

aunrAY,

KENTCERT
THURSDAY — MAY 14, 1964

SAVE

FRYERS

The Calloway County High Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America met May 5 in the school
cafeteria for the regular monthtv
meeting The meeting as called to
order by the prestdent. Cynthia
Ezell. and the opening rituals were
sod Stainlyn Broach read a portion from the Bible for the devotion
The chapter then enjoyed two interesting films on improiing family
relations
The main business was the installation of the 1964-1965 officers
They are President Nancy. Wilson.
First Vice-President. Sharon Venable Second Vice-President. Marsha
Hendon Secretary Connie Evans
Treasurer Brenda Jones. Historian.
Dee Garrett. Parluunentarian Connie Hopkins: Reporter. Nona Razhell Recreation Leader. Debbie Calhoun. Song Leader. Bonita Chitsroan. Assistant Historian. P a iI a
Wood.

&

ON YOUR FOOD HERE
PUltE PORK

whole

23Fb Sausage 291

ARMOUR - 12-0z. Pkg.

SMALL LEAN MEATY — FINE
FOR BAR-B-U

WIENERS
GIFT TO JAIME—This bronze
head of the late President
Kennedy is a gift to Mrs.
Jinquelina Kennedy from the
three men who served as his
military aides— Maj. Gen.
Chester V. Clifton. Navy
Capt. Tazewell T Shepard
Jr. and USAF Brig. Gen.
Godfrey T. McHugh. It is
the work of sculptor Felix
de Weldon, who did the Iwo
Jima flag raising monument
In Washington.

39cPORK RIBS lb. 39c

CHOICE FULLY MATURED
BEEF

UCK ROAST

First Cut

CENTER CUT 11).49

FRESII KENTUCKY LAKE

39

EXXONOMY PAK - 1 -Lb.
Pkg.

CATFISH lb. 69c Sliced Bacon lb. 39c
PRESERVES
ja
r
3
9
c
I
MARGARINE 2lbs. 29c
KRAFT
Miracle
Topping . 39c Whip*
I
'LARD 4 lbs.
49c Quart 39c
i

RAMA STRAWBERRY Large 18-02. Glass

BIG BROTHER

LUCKY WHIP - 10-02.( in

%EGETABI.ESUORTEING
;Dessert

5c

FIELD'S PIKE

Salad Dresain0

-- FRESH VEGETA7LES
RF:S11 W11111
or VIE1.14lW

DOG FOOD

Ear

5c

DIXIE BELLE - Lb. Box
myna walla *comps -Tracy Barnes 75 soars aloft in
his homernade bat',..n a Minreipolis Minn. in a two-hour.
15-minute flight that broke seven world balloon records by
the time he landed near Ifontiovt. Wis. Oa miles sway The
black hair enr •lIns an oxygen surph wirres rclehed 37 71-•0
feet. The former paratrooper lives in Wayzata. Mina.

CRACKERS
RIG BROTHER FROZEN
ORANGE - 6 0/ I An

CALIFORNIA 1st .KIST

FOR SALE
OR RENT

Lemons doz. 29c
Onions 3lbs. 19c
iCarrots 3 for 19c
NEW TEXAS YELLOW - 3-I.b. Bag

FRESH TEXAS - I,h 11.i4

IIPEN'FYERY

19c

JUICE 2 for

POT PIES 3 for 49c
PA(•K FRENCH FRIED - 2-I.h.
Pkg.

POTATOES 21 29c

' mnimalmi'
m

NUM '111. 8

49c

FROSTY M RES - Chicken Reef • Torkes — K-07

IpARKE

FOOD
MARKET
We reserve the right to
limit quantities.

TYPEWRITERS
OFFICE or PORTABLE
MACHINES

Ledger & Times
'5E6 75 3 - 1

I ()

PALMOLIVE SOAP _ _ _ 3 reg. bars 26 - 2 bath size 26'
CASHMERE SOAP _ _ _ _ 3 reg. baits 29' - 3 bath size 39'
SUPER SUDS, large 21/2-113. box
59'
FAB, giant size •
69'
AD, giant size
64'
VEL POWDER, reg. size
29'
VEL LIQUID, reg. size _ _
34'
AJAX LIQUID, 28-oz. _
69'
AJAX CLEANSER, reg. size _ _ _
2 for 29'
AJAX DETERGENT, reg. size
31'

98,
6-07.. JAR

ACTION BLEACH, reg. size
28'
NORTHERN NAPKINS, asst. colors
2 for 25'
NORTHERN TOWELS
2 roll pkg. 39"
NORTHERN WAXTEX
100-ft. roll 21
HEINZ BABY FOOD,strained _ _
6 for 49'
AUS-TEX BEEF STEW, 15/
1
2-oz. can
39'
CARAMEL PECAN ROLLS, Sara Lee 11
75*
COLGATE TOOTH PASTE, giant size
53'
RAPID SHAVE,large size
79'
POPS-RITE POPCORN (free seasoning)
2 lbs. 29'

INSTANT CLOVERLEAF

DRY
MILK
8-Qt. Box

4W
PARTY PA('K

SWEET
PICKLES
Qt. Jar

3,5
Nabisco

Fig Newtons
I.b. Pkg.

269

•

•
•
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SAVE AND SERVE YOUR FAMILY

GROUND BEEF
2.9n
641 SAUSAGE
491
SWIFTS FRANKS 12 oz 39'
TOPPY BACON
39b
PREMIUM BACON 49g

39c
SWEDEN'S Princess Christina.
at the New York World's
Fair for dedication of the
Swedish Pavilion, appears to
be wearing one of those way
Out hats people think up for
march gram affairs, but she s
not. Behind her are a light
reflector and part of the
Now York State Pavilion.

1•

SUGAR CURED - Whole or Shank

HAMS

S

39c

•

HAZEL ROUTF 7

34?

News

39!

TURKEYS

7 200z.

2FOR

Mr and Mrs Oeorge Linville were
Thursday night guests of the J W.
Salmons. watched the parade Friday and spent the day with Bobby
Baroan.

25° C
BIRUDSTEYECORN

CORN ---- 3
COSTS LSSSI

3isco

!wtons

. Pkg.

690

•

REIDNI
PgAnON
--1 19'
111-HO -

Cookies
19° COFFEE
LA

PRODUCE
STALK

5. CELERY
lb.

Ears

1

YELLOW -

bag

51 ONIONS
DOZEN

191 LEMONS

PET or CARNATION

2 PKGS.

49c

Evap. Milk 2 29c
ARMOUR

C
lb

75

2 CANS

Vienna Sausage 39
PARAMOUNT - Quart

49c

Dill Chips

AUNT JAMIMA PANCAKE MIX
LOG CABIN SYRUP
10° STA-PUFF RINSE
PRELL SHAMPOO 19° PILLSBURY FROSTY
19° GRADE A LARGE EGGS

CL

25

CRACKERS

- TWIN BAG

FRENCH FRIES 291 GREEN PEAS-- 19° Potato Chips

The. Camp Plornango Branch of
the YMCA of Louisville and Jefferson County, Kentucky, will open Its
tweedy - aeventh consecutive season
this sumer starting June 14, 1964.
The camp is operated by the YMCA
for boys between the ageis of 8 to 16.
BUNCH
The periods are as follows
First Period - June 14 to June 2'7
Second Period - June 28 to July
11
Third Period - July 12 to July 25
Camp Planing° is located in Otter
Creek Part, 96 miles southwest of
Loteiville, near Fort Knox The
camp is located on 3.000 acres of
beautiful hilly country overlooking
the Ohio River The camp is divided
YELLOW SWEET
into five villoges with from five to
eight acreened cabins. • wash room
and a recreation hall in each village.
Boys are placed in Villages wording to age.. A modern faiy-equipped
kitchen and dining hall, infirmary.
large recreation hall, and central
wash morn make up the central
area A awirnming pool, athletic field,
rifle range. craft dsop and nature
lodge are used for program.
Here the boys learn to live together harmoniously and develop
)(TOW led gt.. skills and interest in
such activities as hiking, swimming,
fishing. archery. horseback riding,
riflery, crafts. Indian bore, cook-outs
and ex
l information, call or
Far flireir
write Roy W Griffin, YMCA, 231
Wet Broadway, Louisville, Kentucky, 40202 The telephone number is
594-5361.

31

RENE JUICE--- rit 39'
DDRES"NG - Q
SALAD

BIRDSEYE

CABBAGE _ _

EET
KLES

4542 PUNCH

MAXWELL HOUSE

RADISHES

V PACK

1W

HIWIAN - 46-01. Can

DOG
DtK FOOD

We with to congratulate the Murray Band on Placing first in the 2 POUNDS
Paris Fish Fry Parade

'W

29

MIRACLE

FROZEN FOODS
PIES

t. Box

19

CRUSHED - No. 2 ('an

FLAVOR-KIST CHOC. CHIP

Mr and Mrs W H Curd are about
SWISS MISS
La Irma] Quite a few have had 3 dav
measles around here and Little Mire
Rita Barrow has been ak* with
Asthma and cold this week.

RY
ILK

3 25°

STEAK CRACKERS
T-Bone Steak 991 PINEAPPLE
Round Steak 79:PIEE CHERRIES

12
BARS

49

Mr and Mrs Buford Barton and
Bobby were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr and Mrs Oconee Linville

Camp Piamingo

-2i25°

BABY FOOD

Lux Soap

Mr and Mrs John Stubblefield
are expecting their ions wife. Mrs.
linichtus Stubblefield
and baby
home from Oermanv right away
Also Ronny McClure is expected
home Wednesday from (lemony.
Bro Elvis Mu!for VW a SaturdaY
night guest of the George Linville,,
Mrs Burford and daughter come
down Sunday !TOM t14 and they
were dinner (meets of Mr and Mn
Carl Vick and Mr and Mrs Thomas
Mathis Mr and Mrs Edgar Lomb
of Murray attended church here
and were also dinner guests of the
Virks and Mathes

8c
cLovERLEAF

PEN

39' 19c CAT FISH

Man Ciente Wilkerson was a week
end guest of Miss Kaye Lamb

Z. JAR

WHOLE

FRESH

Also visited Aunt Prarris Coleman a short time in the Henry
County Nursing More She is very
poorly The neve home Is very beautiful and aorxersocianng

39c

ROAST
LB. 49c 59c
FRYERS
231 JELL
DIXIE BELLE

BUTTER BALL - 10 to 12 Lb. AveraTe

Mrs Glen Farthing and Dsorui
of St Louis, Mo are visiting Mr.
and Mrs Laamiter Hill this week.
Mr and Mrs Marvin Martin attended the fish fry as Parish is
Friday.

s

QUART

E FINEST FOOD!
CHUCK

tK
291

SEVI::"

jozen

1W
29c
39°
4W
19°
35°

29c

- 3 LBS. -

49'

JOHNSON'S
Fine Foods For Fine Folks

_
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•

4
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4
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PA.GE EIGHT

Dehumanizing
Process Well
On The Way
By 1.01. is CASSELS
,United Press IntenaMisaal

HEUO, LYNDON — Former
President Truman. ta Kassa City. Ito..eadies brightly as he takes a 'Happy
Birthday" call from President Johnson in Washington
the day before the May 8
birthday. Later he went to
Washington for a party.

A feu at...L., ago, in a quiet restdenuai nealloo: hotxt cu New York.
38 peopie with:lied a tiller stait a
degeneeases woman.
IL took him half an hour—and
three seperate attacks--to completa
the brutal bu.siaess of stabbing her
to death. During Ltlit thee. an)
ane
of the onlookers meted have sewed
her life simply by pitting up the
telephone and calling dee patios.
Not One of them lifted a flaw to
help her As they eaphoned tsar
to police they didn't want to get
involY ed."
On April 13 nearly 3.000 peapit

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURR
AY, KENTUCKY
gathered in the streets around the meat. "They really
wanted to see tionshIps tend to become Increas- perhaps even
DeWitt Clinton Hotel In Albany. 1 him die," said a
addicted to viotence,"
pmbiomo such as poverty and
fireman. shaking ingly impersonal.
he said '"The dreadful were we
N. Y.. to watch au emotionalb- lus head in disbelief.
racial injustice," he said.
distralught le-year-old boy pate
'same of the
Its at • fully bore been through mean to have
back and forth along a narrow kedge
RAM Hirsch said unconcern for
What do these episodes reveal civiithed human being
a capacity cheapened the value we Place ell
a human lie'
beahai
Mt the Ilth floor.
about this mental and spiritual for empathy and oonipagAlitlil
ki totally incompatible
lialts.
" he said. • Poopie who
health of our salmi society? What
to be
Without it, he said, "our atti- •
-0o ahead and lump," sonishithr do
they sag shout the state of re- stand by and watch a hell/Lees wo- tudes toward
yelled. -Don't be ebacten. jump,"
•
one another qiucldy
man be murdered, or exhort • boy
ligion In America/
degenerate Into a kind oi neutral"One Of
shouted another spesagor
f
to ooewnit suicide to provide them ism.
in
',hush we think of our neigh. thine tithed in the
"hum 3usal,), jump," chanted s
UPI sought &cowers to these ques- with I',thrill," are meting In a way
crowd of boys in unison.
tions from a famous psychiatrist. that san only be described as sub- bor only as a potended nuisance."
Rabbi Richard CI Ilitosh. diresta Proteetant editor, • Roman Go- human."
Crowd Disappedated
or of the local Action Center at
thoic bishop and a JeaLsh rabid.
Reican Judelten iri Irsatunstan,
STIlliaton "Calleitegimie
When pollee finally pulled the
Dr. Robert H. Felix. director of
said that "tuttiiiingneaS to -get
bay to safety, members of the crowd the National Institute of WNW
Dr, Frank E, Gaebeloln, editor involved" in the troubles of
others
Made no *moot of their disappoint- Health and pure president
OS • Ohnstionity Today Magazine, is becoming charactertsLic cd ameb
American Psychiatric
said the tridents are symptomatic people in our society,"
said bosh incidents demonstrate the Of the "callousite,
de.
.s" which is wide- !
It shows up not only in rea"dehumanizing!'" efforts of life In spread in coritemporary society
lion
to
personal problems, but in
an urban erivironme_nt where relit-We afar. become hardened — an mckffererst attitude tiverarci
so-
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my brother's keeper," he said -And
the whole Bib* answers, Yes."
TUNER
HOLLYWOOD (UPE1 — Singer
4111b1MY 1.140.410 has recorded the
time. "The Pall of Love," from the
movie "Tail of the Roman Empire."

Cr
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"Speciab'y foe You"
AN

DAN RIVER WOVEN PLAIDS!
ARCHDALE SUMMER SPORT SHIRTS

INTRODUCTORY OFFE
R
TO THE LUXURIOU
S

TIARA SERIES 1000
Just $19.95
THE

'.Cifile rag'

Reg.

Bold plaids! Muted effects! Interesting color blendings that
Ft iia' t
the summer scene.
Nero re•r•lirner. stay collars,
1,44
'' •••••,1-44.,

$22.95

18" FIMD OYIRNIGHI' CAM
NOT'ME 16" JUNIOR srzE, BM A
FtAL 186
OF UNSTINTED LUXURY.
Every Loch is pare luxury. The Wogs
ore ei
krsh floral brocade. Two removable
zipper
pockeh. Foote-rubber cushioned handles.
Popopen proof Rocks. Scuff roisiont
cast-vinyl
rerenanite coverings.
Ant in rine For...
Groduaqon
cad Vocation Citing.
Avonoblev In Scarier. at" Tweed, Wt..
(gift Dug.

BELKS Maj
of Mt Kit %I

_
WHO-STOLETHE SHOW?
-`•

PetiteDela

WELT WED — The former
Stay Dawson. Id, gives al
and sundry • look at her In
the wedding gown the didn't
wear when married to
Charles Dawson. 2.3-year-old
II. S. Navy sailor. near Delray Beach. ra. She is a
nudist, and that's the way
they ere hitched. Her father
awes the madiet camp

MEN'S
SUITS f

rM
I'M SHOTI"---In Oakland. Calif., Civil Aerostatics beard official Edward Slattery tlefti and FAA official Joseph Tippetts Mites he tie tape retarding front the
Ferenc Air Lines pease which crashed near Dastyllts. Cold.. killing all 44 persons aboard.
The voice MI the tape, either, the pilot's or co-pilot's. says. "I'm shot! I'm shot! Oh my
Cod, kelp!" A .331 anagram/ reyoli er hand in the wreckage was traced to Frank Consoles (uppers right). 27-year-old former Philippines OtympM yachtsman who was • passenger with • big flight trisuranee policy. His wife Patriots timer right said she coda
sot Imagine him dolr.g such • thing. They had been estranged several yams.

Slightly
Imperfects

DISCOVER A WORLD OF
IDEAS, NEWS AND VIEWS
RIGHT From Your EASY CHAIR

A BONUS
VALOR!!

SPECIAL
at

$1988

•Complete Coverage on Local Happenings
* Complete Sports CoNerage, Women's Activities
and State and National News

•

For Daily Delivery Subscription In Hazel, Lynn Greve or Man-as Jest Plume 753.1916
OPEN
Pass this opportunity on to a friend. Just clip out and
use thLs handy order form

Fki. NIGHT
711.8 P.M.

Please enter my subscription to the LEDGER AND
TIMES for one full year, for which I enclose $
$4.50 in Calksway and adjoining counties
$8.00 in Kentucky and el.sewhere
—

211. Pat WERE BY CASINOS

NAML
ROUTE
POSTOFFICE

$8.4g & sg.99
WHITE PATENTS!
GRAD! ATION -

EDDINGS - PARTIES

Family Shoe Store
/

f •ss I

WOODEN - OWNER

STATh

—

22 CARRIER BOYS DELIVER DAILY
ALL OVER MURRAY
CARRIERS IN HAZEL AND LYNN WIWIGIVE PUBLICATION DAY SERVICE

Newspapers Produce Light and Information
Their tbsenee Results In Darkness

ROLLABC)UT 24" 9A/TDOOR GRILL
BARBECUES FOR AAR; CROWD
Turn honcho to adjust grid
height. Sturdy tubular steel contoured legs, jumbo 5" wheels,
'herd leg on esny-rolihig cosier.
Gay red enamel with gray trine.

Enjoy The Pleasure of Reading
The LEDGER &TIMES

$599

BELKS
of Murray,

•lorrai. Kentucky

•

a

1.

-t

taiiiaimeatialifettiettlia
444.•
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THE LEDGER

ier." he said "And
answers. Yes,"

itnn — singer
bee recorded the
of Love," from thy
It Roman Pkripire.''
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WI KNOW YOU, IKE—This portrait of former Pres lent
Dwight D. Eisenhower in a Mona Lisa rose won
$11.9 tr
James
Walker, Algonquin, Ill., at the annual Exhibit
of,,
Artists of Chicago and Vicinity in the Art Ire:tant
e in Chicago. Ile said ha titled it "I... H. Double 0.
Q." for no
special reason at alt.

V.

IHIRTS

II'.

EN'S
JITS

(dip and Save)

SPEAS VINEGAR Tangy Salad Dressing
sp.vine9cr
subkrspo
orn oil
2
3 tobeeroces ten•
pored horseradish
Combine all ingredients thoroughly
and dell befete adding to salad.
4 servings.

Sltghtly
mperfects

I BONUS
VALUE!!

?ECIAL
at

SMOKEY 5AYS

sun
Be
Gres

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PAGE NINE

RANSOM

Murray Lumber Co.,Inc
AND LARGEST LUMSZR CO. IN MURRAY :1'104 East Maple St.
Tel. 768-3161

OLDEST

1120.8
MILLJON

EVERY FOOT A
1361
I
MIWON I
1962

1983

SQUARE DEAL

$48.9 I
MlWON

1963
WASHINGTON'S concern over Red Cuba's
imports
from our
NATO allies is illustrated
by this Mart, which shows what
they were in the last
pre-Castro year, what they dropped
to
when his Communism
became established, and what they
MN to, anyway, in 1983. The
1964 trade, locomotives and
all, is expected to go even higher.

DO YOUR SHOPPING
DOWNTOWN
SHOP UNTIL 8:00 P.M. ON
FRIDAY NIGHTS
At The Following Stores:

Kiddie Korner
Factory Outlet
Belks
Dollar General Store
Lerman Bros.
Kuhn's Variety
Family Shoe Store
Everett's 1W Store
Ben Franklin

' CulpiApED—This 9-week-old tiger cub seems to wonder
what all the fuss Is about as Atlanta Too Superlatelidinit
Johnny Dilbeck gives It a smooch on its ratline OM Wire
"cubnaped." Somebody 'tole the cub tram the WA MillatE
and two days later pollee tome! it In a carasannilist
Stone Mountain. Its the Atlanta area.

are Out

rc14! -41"

Dear Fellow Kentuctians:

Five ififferent-Onee of Cars —
On May twenty-sixth the people of Kentu
cky wil have the opportunitty
to select their nominees for
election to the United Stan-, Congress
I
• .
.I
it
4.

five different modelsEtoPebOOS
from. Come early and trade

Now that spring's in 14tii inving,rou'lli

new Chevrolets perfect for picking.
Luxury—First, there's the big
Chevrolet. Sumptuous and Boit riding. Ov
700 sound stoppers thro bout the car

blot est soils. Interims

Up in the newest and softest vinyis.
Trade what you're driving for one
,and you won't want to trade sua
'i with anybody elms on the med.( i Spirit—Next, Chown°. The
in-between size car that combines
car its.n Wing oomph with big ear comfort:
Eleven different models QM you can
equip with just about any extra-cost
option you can imagine. No place to
go this summer? 00 a new
you'll think of stothing.t
'Etemeney—Cbevy II—the'rearTth
takes to inexpensive vacations na
rally. It just goes and goesz and w
,ft stops nobody knows. Endhe
i to pick from, including wager
enough room to swallow up sa hg
foot Christmas tree.(Plan ahead,

1

always say.) 111111
t
'Visa—Then theft?' Corvair. The fens1
one with the engine in the rear for,
unbelievable traction. Spring muc1.1
summer sand, winter snow—

7
.
711—thattissear

ItTirv
ite
.tte
"ir
..
Th
Sting Ray Sport Coupe and
vertible. Still America's only true
/Torte ears. They do for your driva
log what holidays do for kids. k
Perforiaaace—And with any new
Chevrolet you choosse, you can
pick from a wide range of standard elsabiecost high pertortoan
engines. ....- ,i,-- - ...110....

....1

9

ray,

•
CALLED FORGERY — Former
Service Commissioner Mortimer Capita that Baker forged
Hauft'a magneto?. to Ina 1981
Income tax return. These
ingnatures come from a
promissory note of 1960.
Senate secretary B o b )
b.
Baker and his aceounduilt
Milton L. Hauft, are shown
with their signatures following •statement in Washington by Internal Revenue

'

!ILL

—

of "Bonanza," one of the five survivors on the air,
"The mortality rate for westerns
la due to the provincialism of New
York television executives who are
out of touch with 99 per cent of
the country," he said, downing a
noon-time shot of redeye,
Dortort's "Bonanza," running neck
and neck with "The Haverty Hillbillies" for top rating honors, has
By VERNON SCOTT
one thing in common with other
UPI Hollywood Cerrespeadeat
westerns stall on the air. It Is an
hour show.
HOLLYWOOD FUR — It's a darnThe others, "Gunsnoke," "Rawed good thing the men of the old
hide," -The Virginians,' and 'Wawest were more durable than
the gon Train," are
also an hour or
shows that have chronicled their
loaner. "Wagon Train" pares down
explats on television, or everything
from 90 minutes to
60 next fall,
west of the St. Louis would stall
but -The Virginian" will stay with
be agennisla and Indians
Ito Iteur-and-a-nadf format.
Preen a peak of more than 20
Character la Action
prints Sine bora, was three
yeses
"The hadf-hour westerns died hoago, television is down te a puny
,se they become dry, thus little
five for next season.
tales," Dortort said, -the hour forBoots and iseidies havesal been
mat is res./1y an anthology set in
this empty straw Custer's last stand
1 a western background with a
full
The dearth of westerns
elkith re of drama.
cheers kepi some aectors an(' tenet
"The pebble tired of the repetifrom others. No matter There inuat
tious half-hour story of the Bindle
be a reason for the fading thunder
hero, lawman or saddle-tramp. our
at hoofbeats in television.
thew mid the others on the air
have multiple heroes and emphatiOut Of Touch
ne character rather than aeUen.
There is. And the man with the F. Scott Fitzgerald
once said of
answer is David Dorton. prodfloer writing drama, "charac
ter is action." and he wee absolutely right."
Dortort is trying to co:wince NBC
-TV which beams "Banshee" to
elbow hen to
produce
another
western, but the network is against
It.
"The New York boys say there
• m interest in another western,"
he mei, disgust tinging kw vosoe.
Farmer New Yorker
"The public will always want to
bee western.. And Ill tell you why.
Because 76 per cent ot the American people are only a generation
or two away from Use Monsen who
built tree wee—or at nest of the
same staek.
"Ws a part of the Antericea family background. Weeterns are the
stuff they ass made at, and they
him to be reminded of it."
Dorton, a former New Tarter,
believes the boys on Madison Avenue end in the high chambers of
the netwcrks have forgotten that
American folkkre will be around
long after situation comedies have
gone the say of vaudeville.
Be may be right.

ri'S TRADEIf TRAVEL TIME AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER'S;

1988

,KS

TIMES

Men Of Old
West Tougher
Than Shows

NES

xi

&

ither way, whethe'
r ,piety*

got some place special to gol

this summer or not, wheal

For the pest five and one-half years it
has been my honor and privi/ege to serve
the reeicitenta of the
First Congressional District in Congress.
/ sincerely hope that on the basis of my
record as your Representative,
you will support me as your Democr
atic candidate for re-election,

My experience in

the House of Representatives has given me greate
r insight into our national leg's.

Live problems and has afforded me
an opportunity to work toward the increased
development and greater utifltatlon of Our
and recreational resources and to suiport agricultural progr
ams whict
essential to our
aeollomic security.

water

are

As your U.S. Representative, I have worked
with many civic groups and organizations on
projects of Importance to their local communities and
to our State. Through our joint efforts we have
been successful In attracting industry to our area and in obtain
ing Federal ooperation and a.ssistence in helpin
g to provide LI,"
Vu blic facilities necessary to increase the economic opport
unities for our people.

the knowledge and experience I have aequired as a membe
r of the House Agriculture Otatunitein........
•••••••- 4iNitallar 41111116,aft.010 aidow.444116,00•4111016.....w . .
Lee and during ti7e many years
was associated with a small nuttiness Odor
to my election to Congress, I have
Through

a realistic appreciation of the problems and object
ives if both business and agriculture and
feel that, I am web
qualified to represent the intere
sts of the First District.

I hope that I merit your support
and that you will cast your vote for nee on
Tueoday, May twenty-sixth.

i 4

10

you trade for
one of Chevrolet's fivet
great highway ' p•rformers —
you'll trave/lar

THE GREAT HIGHWAY PERFORMER—Bova
Motel' shown top to bottom: Corvette Stint flay, Corvair-Honseilpyder
, Che4
Super Spoll

pe.Chem!). Malibu Super Sport, Chevrolet impale Rupee sport_

HOLCOML'CHEVROLET

Sincerely,

Frank A. Stubblefield
,..,) 4
,Jima" I..! Ink A Stlit-rhletio.:(1

-

• -4
'I

PACI TEN

IlL LLDGLit & ilWls —

FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
USE KERATOLYTIC ACTION
Ileraaae If *lase. Of lir Infected elle.
es are laraliky slats ,pI.. h. liet *skis.
tr)lag T•4-I. Heald. a berotalytle. Itt say
drag Mara. If aot pleased I. t DAla. yaw
Hie bark I se aatioepale, sorah.ar
SOOT POWIINAL TOO—Ylae for
aortae,
feel. taw wiser. stale seth• to the sAls
Lawn TODA1 at lialtsad Drag

EVERY WEDNESDAY IS
DOUBLE STAMP DAY!!

INDIAN OCEAN

TM

Astila1

A

TIME aid
TEMPERATURE

OPEN EVERY EVENING 'TIL 9 P.M. FOR YOU
R
SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

• liE03,uistitut

DAY OR

We

753
'
6363

PEOPLES BANK

A ammo(I.C.OlpleaJleraikessaede
JOHNSON'S MARKET
512 S. 12th St. - Murray

lif

Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Just Two More Weeks
To Get Your Lucky Spelling Bee
Cards
G000 NEWS? — Word that
Tanganyika (360,000 square
miles) and Zanzibar (1.020
square miles) will combine
apparently is good news for
the west- Tanganyika is pro•
west, and when a leftist coup
was successful on the tiny
Island tn January, it caused
worry (and troop mutinies)
in Tanganyika, headed by
President .7 u 11 us Nyerers
(shown). Tanganyika produces nearly half the world's
sisal. for rope and doorrnata.
Zanzibar produces 80 per
of the world's cloves.

la Maw paltry Insects at* Oils
powerful msececide! Effectire car.
trol of flower pests, fleas, low* and
porde* insects. Ideal for pecan
prone, orchards, poultry forms and
foresee cameral. Can be &toed welt
orofte oe oil. AA° *takes a complete line of •Nruleffiabi• con(ertinas' for a/ asea.

01).97-14- &TAP
"
'
/
"
LeSS

'ass

FOR CORRECT

a

MURRAY. KENTUC
KV
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SUGAR
OLEO

Yellow Solid —

— — lb.15

BLUE PLATE - 24-0s. Bottle

WART ADS WORK

Ian
50% MALATHIOPI
EMULSIFIABLE

CONCENTRATE

din

OIL

SALAD

Gg
ard
ua
:
e
r JC
alreb

35

DRES'G

BLUE BONNET

39c OLEO

2.5c

lb.

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT 11)-03. Jar

TIDE
74c TUNA 3 for $1. COFFEE
OAST CHU
First
Cut
CUHeavyGNiture Beef

$1.59

Cloverleaf Dry

3 lb can

69` MI
LK
tee
95c
Ti§SUE

PINEAPPLE
fly-Grade
FOOD—
APPLE SAUCE 303ocans 8 FOR $1
No. 2 can

2-lb

in specialty marked bags of

Blue Plate .6111190
18-os. Tumbler 4,

STAR-KIST - 414-0s. Cans

3-Diamond Sliced

NEW64-PAGE REM BOOK

APPLE JELLY

29c BUTTER

CRISCO

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

With Coupon

SWIFT - 14-0s. Jar

GIANT PKG.

THE MIGHTY MIDGET

lorasg 79C

Godchaux

box ;11
.w9C

8-Qt•

pill. 59c S
° TEW MEAT

59°

Minute

4

iliirAt PKINS

29c STEAK

Rolls

200 Ct. Pkg.

Old Fashioned

.

lb

iiroG FOOD

Robin Hood,Flour
lb:

A

F

— 16-ox. cans "4,

OR

,h. 99e

29c Wig STEAK
29c PORK CUTLETS—

lb

lb

49e
59c

U.S. Good

L' Packed inside 25 and 50
bags. 1F
FREE with certificate packed in 5 and .
10 lb. bags plus 10, to cover mailing.

4

LB.

Heavy Mature Beef

HOUSER %ALLEY SU( ED

HAMBURGER

FRESH ( ENTER (UT

59e lb

BACON lb. 49c Meat 3 $1.00 Pork Chops 39,lb
BRISKET
HAMS
Fr
an
ks
'
39c
Stew Meat 101
PORK SA
First Cut

REELFOOT SKINLESS - 12-0s. Pkg.

ELM HILL TENDER SM

116
b to
as:

186RECIPES

-both new and-old

-favorites —
showing you how to bake better and easier without bothersome sifting. Attractively illustrated
1n full color, it's a recipe book every woman
wiU
to have.
Yes, 166 recipes
everything you
'could want to bake. You'll find complete sectio
ns
'for yeast breads, quick breads, cakes and frostings, cookies, desserts, pies and
pastries and
main dishes, with practical suggestions and hints
that will help you bake better.
,This new and different
recipe book comes free in
specially marked 25-lind'50 lb.
bags of Robin Hood Flour.
In specially marked.5 and
RO lb. bags there's a certificate which you can send
pgether with 10, for
ing and handling to get your
Copy. Look for these special
Lags at your grocer's nowl

want

for 3ust about

in

A raODUCT OF
ifef(*NAT CAA!. 0.411.1.04 CCAPAANY

ICE ILK
FRUIT PIES

22 No
loxrto
pn
kg
ss

Vre 39.4

All Brands
11-0x. ('ans

CREAM PIES

FlavorsAs.sort d

3 F,

14
p-ko:
:

0n
$1

LIBERTY COUPON

SUGAR

50

10 nia: 79

3fLob:• $1

3 F°R 29° LEMONS
39e
LETTUCE
10'
4 FOR $1 STRAWBERRIES Fresh 3'ft:$1
Sunkist

0

Dos

39*

Ice Berg — — large
head

ISt"
-OselyB'st
o — —

LIBERTY COUPON

GODCHAUX

Morrell

Half
Gals.

Nubbles Whole SWeet

Blue Star

3

Miss Liberty

BISCUTIS
PICKLES_
CATSUP _ _

USAGE

S&H GREEN STAMPS
With This Coupon and the Purchase
of
One 9-0s. Pkg of

•

LIBERTY COUPON

50

With This Coupon and S5 00 Additional Purchase
(Cigarettes and Tobacco Excluded)

MESSMER POTATO CHIPS9 0. pkg. 59`

Void After May 20, 1984

Vold After May 20, 1964

50

S&H GREEN STAMPS

With This Coupon and the
Purchase of

50

3 Pounds

BUBO BEEF

lb 49'

Vold After May 20,
1964

.s

'

•

46,

.ei

